
 

Operation instruction for baoshijin GQ 

HDMI camera watch  

 
Attention: 

In order to avoid short-circuits causes the computer to halt ,  

when connects the computer, the USB line connects the DV watch first, then 

connects computer's USB connection! 

 

Preface 

Thank you for using our product, this manual can guide you to use it and the application 

program corectly, before you use this product and its’application program 

Please pay enough attention to the manual to ensure you can use this product correctly and 

easily. 

 

Function summarize 

●  Camera:640*480 resolutions,30 frame/sec. 

●  USB transfer rate:1.1(Hs) 

● Photo format:JPG format 

●   Camera format: AVT format 

●   Photo dimension:1600*1200 

●    Optional memory:512M/1GB/2GB/4GB/8GB/16GB/32GB 

●    Supports video and voice recording function 

●    Built-in lithium battery , keep on continuation working  

   ●   No need to install drivers for windows ME/2000/XP/MAC OS 9.2.2 or higer version 

windows (except Windows 98) 

●   Camera fuction:Can be used for the camera of computer,need install the drivers which 

attached 

Battery low power and charge 

1, This camera watch is built-in chargeable lithium battery, to charge, you can connect the 

USB cable to watch and the charger or connect to the USB port of PC, if it is done 

correctly, you will find the green light on the watch is on, when the battery id full, the red 

light will be on, and you can stop charging this time  

 

2, During using, the camera’s blue light will quickly flash turn off automatically when lacking of 

power,also, the system will save the camera file before it is power off, this can ensure the 



security of the file 

Exterior and key 

 

1、 Swift on/Camera key: Press longly for on and off, press shortly for beginning camera. 

2、 Photo key: Press shortly for take photo 

3、 USB prot 

4、 Camera 

5、 Indicator light 

6、 Combine Reset key: Press the photo key and do not leave,then press the swift on/camera key 

Operation 

Attention: 

In order to avoid short-circuits causes the computer to halt ,  

when connects the computer, the USB line connects the DV watch first, then 

connects computer's USB connection! 

 

1. Swift on: In the power off status,Longly press swift on/camer key for about 2 seconds when see 

the red and blue light,it going to standby when the red light off and blue light always bright. 

 

2, Swift off: Longly press swift on/camer key when standby status,then the red light will flash for 

three times to power off; In standby status,not do any operations it will swift off after three 

minutes. 

 

3.Take vedio:In standby status,Shortly to press the swift on/camera key,the blue light flash three 

times and then off,it shows beginning to take veido,when taking vedio,the blue light will flash 

three times if you press any key, it shows that is taking vedio;shortly press swift on/camera key 

when the blue light flashing,It going to save the vedio file and standby.(notice:If the memory 

capacity is not enough,the red and blue lights will flash together,It going to power off around 5 

seconds.) 

 

4.Take photo:Shortly press once photo key and the red light flash once when standby status,it 



shows that finished for once taking photo.and saved the photo as JPG format. 

 

5.Reset key: If appear system crashed,please press combine reset key to restart (Press photo key 

and don’t leave firstly,and then press swift on key).  

 

Driver installation 

1.U disk driver 

 

For only Windows 98 users,you need to install the drivers to your PC by using the CD and 

then restart first before it works. 

But no need this operation for Windows ME/ 2000/ XP/ Mac OS 9.2.2 and the higher 

version windows 

 

2.Driver of the camera 

 

Put in the using CD to your CD-ROM,install camera driver(WDV_020_PC-Camera install 

driver.exe)to your computer. 

 

Connect to computer 

1. To check if have got USB ports on you computer 

 

2.Used USB-cable connected to the computer, the disk of the watch will be shown on your 

computer if correct connection.And it beginning work when the camera watch connected 

the computer.Then you can check and view the vedio files/transfer/copy/paste and delete 

datas(Audio/Vedio files,etc.),also can saving other files except music. 

 

3.Computer camera function: 

    When the camera watch is power off status,insert USB cable to connect the watch 

and computer after persistence press photo key,the blue light will always bright,you can 

found the equipment “Standard Camera” in “my computer”,and then you can use the 

camera watch for the computer camera in mean time. 

 

4.Correction of the taking vedio date and time: 

Connect the watch with the computer,Open the time tool(Write Time.exe), click 

“beginning updata” button,the tool will update the time that in your computer to the 

watch,then to disconnect the computer andd turn on the watch is ok. 

 

5. Remove USB drive. 

a. Double click on the icon “Safety delete the hardware” (the green arrow under right 



of screen) 

b. Click “stop” in the dialog of “Safety delete the hardware”. 

c. Choose the dive you need to stop, select “confirm”, the drive will safety delete. 

 (The arrow space will jump out message:”USB Mass Storage Device, this drive can 

safety pull out of the system”) 

d. Close dialog “Safety delete hardware”. 

e. Pull out the drive & Disconnect of the computer. 

Problem solution 

 

Cannot open the drive  
Please check if your charge the battery or not / charge 

the battery 

Can not download file 

or upload the file. 

1. Check if the PC and drive connect well (correctly). 

2. Check if the software driver are installed well( In 

Windows 98 system) 

3. Check if the drive have enough space to store the video 

file. 

 


